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About This Game

Join Bishi in this short but sweet (and funny) platform game as he goes through three worlds to defeat the evil Doctor
Evilworth! He's like, really evil. Bishi will soon find himself in possession of a very persistant boomerang, and a friend in the

name of Maximillian the Third, from the band Because Because! (Who totally isn't the author of this game..)

- Featuring plenty of checkpoints and infinite lives, this isn't Dark Souls.
- Enjoy the varied levels and Maximillian's lack of helpfulness!

- Lots of tunes and funny sound effects!
- An adorable Bishi!

- Gems to find for an extended ending!
- WASD keys or Arrow keys with Shift and Right CTRL

- Bishi can be controlled with a controller, but conversations must be advanced by pressing the space bar.
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bishi and the alien slime invasion

More less ok cards and backgrounds.

The game really got bad reviews due to the empty scenario that just haves nothing .The cards do give a bit in return but not my
fav game for the money you would spend .. lot of text.
+ you can interact with people as well objects.
+ lot of endings.
+ the graphics isnt that bad.

- too short..
- no extra levels.
- no voice acting.

my advise is: if you want it.
buy it in a sale!. Yeah okay so its immediately apparent this sucks. Awesome!
. Can't wait to play this game in VR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYFu2IPn8H0. no one online, boring singleplayer mode, hardly any updates from devs
wait for a big sale and 1.3 update
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Pretty fun puzzle platformer, but as others have said no real metroidvania element here.. This game has little content and is not
entertaining... yet. The devs need to add more activities and features, here are some ideas;
-sitting in chairs
-playing tennis or something with the girl in the house
-driving the car or even just being able to get in after opening the doors and bonnet
-I would also love for there to be a starting of the car's engine mechanic (as a petrol head)
-the house should have controllable lighting, and maybe a custom furniture addition.
-Options on houses as well, maybe like a victorian mansion, or even The Buckingham Palace, as realistic monuments would be
great.

Okay so obviously that is alot to ask, but just think and realize that SteamVR Home has more features than this game and it
comes with the HTC Vive. Now I would recommend to buy this game and play it to support the devs, maybe that will motivate
them to add some of the awesome things I listed above. I think this could be the first game to live up to the title "Perfect Life"
because that is what everyone dreamed of when VR started, the ability to be free in a realistic, custom, and open evironment,
kind of like taking a break from your everyday stress of your life. You should just pick up your VR headset and have more fun
than any regular PC video games, VR should be a vacation, not a game.. Cool game! The first part was really cool since I liked
to explore my environments and I wish there was more of it but I still enjoyed Trespass and am looking forward to episode 2.
. This game doesn't sync well with the music; you can just spam DFJK and somehow get a high rank. It is a really ♥♥♥♥♥♥
bootleg "osu!mania" game; I think it's best if you play the actual Osu! game than playing some crappy rythmn game that tries to
cop the mechanics of Osu!mania

btw keep in mind that if you go to the shop to view the DLC that you can buy; it's 26 CAD (or a something else in a different
currency).

EDIT: I didn't know that someone is trying to defend ♥♥♥♥♥♥ rythmn games; look buddy. If you don't like seeing what
people put down; don't bother making a Facebook and Twitter post about why the "rythmn" community is getting worse or what
♥♥♥♥ing ever.. nice game. great music, design, levels etc. if u like rat attack.... u will like this
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